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IN MEMORY OF FRANKLIN HAIMO 
It is proven that if a weakly continuous multi-parameter family of Hermetian 
operators in a Hilbert space whose domains are not necessarily dense but whose 
union is dense and which has the semi-group property for the parameters belonging 
to an open convex set in Euclidean n-space with 0 a limit point, then the operators 
have self-adjoint extensions which have a joint spectral representation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper the beautiful result of Klein and Landau on one-parameter 
local semi-groups of Hermetian operators [4] is extended and generalized to 
multi-parameter local semi-groups of Hermetian operators. In fact their work 
-which generalizes slightly a previous result of ours [5]-motivated this 
article. Let Q be an open convex set in R” with 0 E Q. If C, E Q we write 
I -C t, if t E Q and t, - t E Q; i.e., t < t, iff t E Q,,, where Q,, = (to - Q) n Q. 
Q,, is an open convex set which is non-void since 0 E Q. For every t E Q 
assume there is given a linear operator S, in a Hilbert space 8 with domain 
3, and range Ill, such that 
(i) S, is Hermetian, i.e., 
(StXlY) = @IStY) for all x,yEB,; 
(ii) the S, locally form a semi-group, i.e., 
Ss+* =S,S* for all s, t E Q such that s + tE Q; 
(iii) the operators commute in the wide sense, i.e., 
(Stx I s, Y) = (S,x I St Y) for all x,yE:B,nB, and s,tEQ; 
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(iv) for every t, E Q and x E at0 the function t + (S,x 1 x) is bounded 
on some Lebesgue measurable subset of Q,, of positive measure. (Note: 
(ii) implies a,, c ‘D, if t ( t, and therefore S,x is defined for t < to.) 
(v) 33 = UtEa TD, is dense in 8. 
A family of operators (S&c which satisfies the above conditions will be 
called for short a Hermetiun local semi-group. (We use the term Hermetian 
rather than symmetric because the operators are in general not symmetric in 
the usual sense because the operators S, are not assumed to have dense 
domains.) Note that when n = 1, Q is an open interval in IR which has 0 as a 
limit point and in that case (ii) implies (iii). 
If x f a,, the function g(t) = log JJS,x/J is by (ii) and (iii) midpoint 
convex on Q,,, i.e., 
g ( > F G&(f) + +g(s) 
and therefore (iv) implies that g is continuous on Q,, [3]. From this follows 
that t + S,x is continuous on t < t, because 
IISP - WI2 = IIW2 + II~s412 - (S,x I S,x) - (S,x I S,x) 
= IIS,xl12 t Ip,xII* - 2 *x * -+ 0 
II /I 
as t-+s 
(for lI(~,+,/+ll* =@t,2Ss,2x I S,,2&,2x) = P,x I W = (S,x I W by 09 
and (iii)). 
Hermetian local semi-groups may be constructed in the following way: Let 
&, be a subspace of the Hilbert space 8 and E a spectral measure relative to 
!&, defined on the Bore1 sets 93(lR”) of R”. That is, E is a function whose 
domain is d(lR”) whose values are projections in 8, such that E(l!?“) = Pw is 
the projection of 8 onto &, and such that E(U a,) = C E(u,) whenever (a,) 
is a disjoint sequence of Bore1 sets. Let 
Tt = 
s 
et*’ CL!?(J) for tERR; 
w  
then TI is a self-adjoint operator with domain %(7’,) = {x E b I I e*“‘d 
llE@)xll’ < co}, m= T,,, @denotes the closure of T), and if x E B(T,) 
then 
lim 
n-o+ 
Talx = T,,x = PBOx, as follows easily from the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem. (1) 
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If we now restrict the self-adjoint operators Tt appropriately to linear 
manifolds a,, we obtain a Hermetian local semi-group with Q = IF?“. For 
example we may take S, = Tt]=,, where Pt = nssRn B(T,) for all t E I?“. In 
this example the domains of the S, are all dense and equal. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that if@,),,, is any Hermetian local 
semi-group there exists a unique spectral measure E relative to the subspace 
&, = m defined on 8(lR”) such that 
S,cT,= e”A 
J 
dE@) for all t E Q. 
From our theorem follows, in the case n = 1, results previously obtained 
by Devinatz [ 11, Klein and Landau [4] and Nussbaum [5]. 
Klein and Landau prove our result for the case n = 1 and Q = [0, T] and 
the additional hypothesis that S, = I and that for x E a,, (S,x ] x) is 
continuous on 0 ,< t ,< s. Their result and ours are both based on the integral 
representation of exponentially convex functions (cf. [6, p. 2971) but are 
otherwise different. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. If (S& is a Hermetian local semi-group acting in the 
Hilbert space 8 there exists a unique spectral measure E relative to the 
subspace sj, = Utcp VI1, defined on ‘B(R”) such that 
St c T, = 
I 
et’s dE(d) for all t E Q. 
ProoJ If x E 3 then x E ato for some to E Q and the function t + ]) S,x]J’ 
is exponentially convex. That is, 
5 2 a~a/II~t,+t,~I12 2 0 I=1 j=l 
for all choices of complex numbers a,, a2 ,,.., a,,, and points t,, t2 ,..., t, in R” 
such that ti + tj E Q,, for i, J’ = 1, 2 ,..., m. Indeed 
lN,+t,412 = (St,St,x I S&,x) = (S&,x I St,St,x) 
= (&t,x I S*t,x) 
by (ii) and (iii) and therefore 
2 2 ata/ ll~ti+t,412 = 
II II C atS, ’ a 0, 
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Since 1) S,X(]~ is continuous on t < t,, as was shown in the Introduction, it 
follows [2, 61 that there exists a unique positive Bore1 measure pX on I?” 
such that 
I] s,x~]* = 1 e2t.A @,(A) for all t E Q,,. 
The measure pu, is independent of the particular choice of t,, for if x E ID,, 
and V, is a positive Bore1 measure on I?” such that 
(]S,X~]~ = 1 e21*’ &,(A) for all t E Q,,, 
then 
s e2r*a dv,(;l) = j e2t’a &,(A) for all t E Q,, n Q,,. 
From this follows by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes integrals 
-since Q,, n Q,, is a non-void open set-that V, = ,u~. 
We next show that ,u, is finite. Indeed, if x E CD, then x E Dt,2n for all n = 
1,2, 3,... and ]]SN2x]) = (S,x ] x)“~ < ]IS,x]]“’ ]]xI]“~. From this follows by 
induction that ]]St,2”xI] < ]]S,X](“~” ]]x]]~-~‘~” for all n. Therefore lim,,, 
]] S,,,,x]l < ]]xI]. Whence, by Fatou’s lemma, 
Il~,ll =j 46#) < lim J e2”*“.’ 444 
= lim II~t,2”412 Q l1412. (2) 
If x E a, let f(a) = log (]Satx]12 for 0 < a < 1. f is midpoint convex on 
0 ( a < 1 and continuous on 0 < a < 1. Therefore f is convex on 0 < a < 1. 
Hence f( 1) > f( 1 -). Therefore 
= lim 
n+m 1 
e*(‘-‘l”“‘” &(A.) 2 j e*‘*’ &,(A) 
by Fatou’s lemma. Thus if x E a, 
s e2”a &,(A) < ()Stx(12. (3) 
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If x and JJ are in 3 let c(~,~ = d [p,,, + iP,+i, -pXeY - iP,-r,]. If x E 3, 
and y E a,, let uO be any point in Q such that u. < C, and u. < so. For 
example, let U, be any point in Q,, n Q,,. Then x,y E Duo and by the 
polarization identity 
(S,x I S,Y) = 4 [II St@ + v)ll” + i II S,(x + iNIl * 
- IIW- YN” -iIIW~-i~N21 
= I eztea &,,,(~) for all t<U,. 
Therefore, since t < U, + t E Q,, * t/2 E Q,, (because Q, u {01 is convex), 
(S,X 1~) = (S,,,x ] S,,,y) = j e"a &,,,(l) for all t < UO. (4) 
The bounded measures &Y, x,y E 3, have the following properties: If 
x,x’,y~b and a,pE@, then 
1. P,x+Lw,y = wx,, + PPx’,y* 
2. P,,, = P&Y ¶ 
3. Px,x =&..o. 
These properties follows from (4) and the uniqueness theorem for 
Laplace-Stieltjes integrals, For example, formula 1 is proved as follows. 
Choose U, E Q such that x, x’, y E aUO. Then by (4) 
I et’” Q ax+5x~,y(~) = (S&x + Px’) I Y) = a(S,x Iv) + Wtx t VI 
for all t ( uo. Therefore by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes 
integrals P,,+~~~,~ = w,,, t Pkt,ya 
From formulas 1-3 it follows that for each fixed Bore1 set CT in iRn (x, y) + 
,~,,,(a) is a bounded, positive, Hermetian sesquiliner form on 3. Since 3 is 
dense in 8, ,u.Jr~) may be extended uniquely by continuity to a bounded, 
positive Hermetian sesquilinear form on 8. We denote this extension again 
by ,u.&cI), x, y E $5. It follows that for every o E d(lR”) there exists a unique 
bounded, positive self-adjoint operator E(u) acting in 5 such that P,,(O) = 
(E(u) x ( y) for all x, y E 8. In particular (E(u) x ( x) = &,(a) = cI,(o) < (1 x (I ’ 
if x E a by (2). Therefore ]],!?(a)]] < 1 and hence 
IkY I c-7) G I%@) “2iuyw1’2 < ll4l IIYII (5) 
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for all x, y E 8 and u E %3(lR”) (for if u = u1 U . . . U urn is a finite disjoint 
union of Bore1 sets then 
C IPu,,yt”i)l = C ItEtui) x I Yl < 1 CEtui) x I x)“2 tEtuiY I Y)“* 
c 112 ) c 1 l/2 Q c WJ,) x I XI C @Coil Y  I Y) 
= &(uy /qu)“*. 
Therefore I,u~,~I (u) <~,(u)“~~,,(u)~‘~.) We wish to show that E(u) is a 
projection for all u E !Z3(lF?n). 
First we establish that if x E DtO and y E 8, then 
for all t < t,. (6) 
To prove this it is suffkient to show this for all y E CD, because a = $ and 
both sides of (6) are continuous conjugate linear functionals in y. This is 
obvious for the left side and for the right side it follows from (5), (11 e”A 
&,,,@I < I &a d IP~,~I (A) < CT e*‘.’ 4h@>)“’ (I cicl,(~)Y’ < IlS,xll II ~4). 
Now let ‘%I be the linear manifold in L*(,D,) generated by the functions e”*, 
c < t,, and define U: W + b by iY(Cy!, aleti’A) = Cy!r aiS,,x. U is well 
defined, and in fact an isometric isomorphism because 
11~1 aA,x l/2 = C aiaj(Stix I stjx) i,/ 
= z ai% 11 s~~~+~,~,~xII* by (4 and (iii) 
m 
=:i'p / cf,efi”’ * a&(A). 
i= 1 
%I is dense in L*@,) and therefore there exists a unique isometric 
isomorphism of L*@,.) into 8 which extends U. We denote this extension 
again by U. Now e”” -where 
and the function z + ez’A 
z = t + is, t E Q,,, s E IR”--belongs to L’(cc,) 
of {z I Re z = f E Q,,} into L*(u,) is analytic. 
Hence, if we define x(z) = U(ezsA), then the mapping z + x(z) of 
{z I Re z E Q,,) into 8 is analytic and x(t) = U(e”A) = S,x if f E Q,,. 
Now, if y E D-say y E aSO-then z + (x(z) 1 y) is analytic on {z I Re z = 
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t E Q,,} and so is the function z 4 J‘ eLeA @,,,(ll). Both functions agree on 
the open set z = Re z = t ( uO, where u,, is any point in Q,, n Q,, . Therefore 
(x(z) I Y) = J 8.” @x,yW for all {I / Re z E Q,] 
and in particular 
(S,x I Y) = j e”’ 4h,,(J) for all t E Q!,,. 
Let x E Dt0, t -C t, and y E 8, then 
(S,+P Iv) = J e’S+“‘A 4h.J~) for all s E (Q, - t) n Q. 
On the other hand, 
for all s < t, - t. Therefore 
j e(‘+‘)” &,(A) = j es’A dp,,,,,(A) 
for all s E G = (Q,, - t) n Q,,-,. Since G is a non-void open set it follows as 
before that 
4G,x,,(4 = efvA 4%,(4. 
If now u E 13(lR”) then for all t < t, 
! e”” &,,,(9 =k,x.y @I= (E(a) S,x I Y) = @A I E(o) Y) (I 
(7) 
= 
I P &x,E(o)y(~) by (6). RR 
Therefore 
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where x, is the characteristic function of u. If finally r is another Bore1 set in 
R” then 
= I &,,E(o)y(~) = kE(oWW 
= (E(r) x 1 E(u) y) = (E(u) Jw) x I Y>* 
Thus (E(unz)x Iy) = (E(u)E(t)x Iy) for all x E a and y E $5 and 
therefore E(u n r) =E(u)E(t) for all u, r E B(R”). Thus E is a spectral 
measure relative to % = R(E(lR”)) (range of E(lR”)). 
Before we show that 94 = bO we prove that (6) is valid for t = t,. That is, 
ifxED,OandyE!$ then 
(St,X (8) 
To prove this, it is sufficient 1 to show this for all y E a, because 3 = $j and 
both sides are continuous in y. This is clear for the left side and for the right 
side it follows from (5) and (3), (II e’O’* &,,,(A)[ Q Je’O” d lpx,yl (A) < 
(( eZ’o’A dM))“* (I” 4+,(A))“* < IIS,,xII II AI by (3)). Now suppose y E a- 
say y E DSo. Choose any t E Q,, n Q,, then 
(St,x I Y) = (Wo-tx I Y) = (&tX I s, Y) 
= 
i eGtoet)” dpx,s,y(A) by (6). 
But 
dc1,,s,y(4 = d~sly,x(~) = etea (Icl,&) 
= et”’ dp,,,(A) 
by (7) 
and therefore 
(s,,x 1 y) = I e”o-“‘aet’a dp,,,@) = 1 et”* d/Q~). 
This proves (8). 
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~~C80. For suppose y E 501, then y E !lI: for all c and therefore if 
x E a,,, then 
s e”“d(E(A) x 1 y) = (S,x ( y) = 0 forall tct,. 
Hence (E(a) x ) y) = 0 for all cr. In particular (E(W) x 1 y) = 0 for all x E 33 
and hence for all x E $. Therefore y E ‘3’. Thus 8 0’ c Y?‘-, whence W c & . 
&, c R. To see this, suppose z E !II’ and x E 3,. Then (S,x ( z) = 
(e”Ad(E(A)x (z) by (8). But @(c)x] z) =O for all c since z E 3’. 
Therefore (S,x 1 z) = 0. Thus z E !JI: for all t E Q and therefore z E 
(UtEP !I$)‘= fij,‘; i.e., W c $j,l. 
Now let Tt = I ef’a &(A), t E I?“, then 
x E a, 3 )(S,xl12 > j eztead llE(A) XII2 by (3) 
*x E B(T,) 
and 
(S,xIy)=Je “a4E(4 x I Y) by (8) 
= (Ttx Iv) for all y E sj. 
Therefore S, c Tt for all t E Q. The uniqueness of the spectral measure E 
relative to &, is clear from the construction or can be seen as follows: More 
generally, suppose F is any spectral measure on 23(lR”) relative to some 
subspace 5, of 8 and 
S, c ?; = 
I 
etaa dF(A) for all t E Q. 
Then for x E a,, and y E $ 
1 eteAd(F(A) x ( y) = (S,x I y)) = I e”“d(E(A) x ( y) 
for all t < t,. Therefore by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes 
integrals (F(a) x I y) = (E(a) x I y) for all c E B(W). Therefore F(u) x = 
E(u) x for all x E 3 and hence for all x E fj. Therefore F = E and in 
particular 5, = $3. 
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COROLLARY 1. If there exists a dense set 3, c 3 such that for every 
x E a, lim,,,, S,,x = x-ifx E a,-then !&, = 8. 
Proof: If x E a, then SeIx = T,,x for 0 < a < 1 and therefore lim,,,, 
Satx = Km,,, Talx = E(lF?“) x by (1). Therefore E(R”) = I on 3, and hence 
80 = $5. 
COROLLARY 2. $ = 9 @ s&where 9 = lJssQ U,,, S,D,-is a core 
fir the self-adjoint operators A, = jRn A, dE@), k = I,..., n. 
Proof. We first show that ?? = so. Clearly % c eO. Suppose y E $j, and 
YEW Then if xEB,, (S,x ( y) = I e”‘d(E(IZ) x ( y) = 0 for all t < s. 
Therefore (E(a) x 1 y) = 0 for all CL In particular (E(lR”) x ) y) = 0 for all 
x E ‘D and therefore for all x E $. Therefore y E ‘3’ = 8 0’ and hence y = 0. 
Next we show that $ c B(A,). If x E $01 then E(u) x = 0 for all CT and 
therefore x E B(A,) and A,x = 0. Suppose x E A, x = S,y, where y E 9, and 
t < s. Then t E Q, and therefore there exists an e-neighborhood of t which 
belongs to Q,. Therefore if 0 ( h < E then t + he, E Q, ; where ek = 
(0 ,..., l,..., 0), and 
pe2”A < qew + e-2h”k) e21-1 E p@,) 
for some constant M. Therefore 
and hence x E D(A,). 
To show that b is a core for A,, let A, = A& and suppose that 
A^:z = fiz. Then, if x E a,, 
I et”@, f i) d(E(L) x ( z) 
= ((Ak f i) S,x 1 z) = (S,x ( (Al,* f i) z) = 0 
for all t < s. Therefore (Ak f i) d@(J) x ( z) = 0 and hence (E(u) x ( z) = 0 for 
all u. In particular (E(iR”) x ( z) = 0 for all x E 3 and hence for all x E 8. 
Therefore z E $01 and A,z = 0. Hence a$ z = 0 and it follows that z = 0. 
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